
int pinRead;//defines an integer as pinRead

int pinAssignments[16] ={//sets up an array of characters based on the Pin assignments 
of the //piezo buzzers

  A0,A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9,A10,A11,A12,A13,A14,A15};// the piezos are in 
analog ports 0-11 so //sixteen piezos total

byte PadNote[16] = {//Sets up an array of bytes which give the notes to MIDI based on 
the value

  57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72};         // MIDI notes from 0 to 127 
(Mid C = //60)  

int PadCutOff[40] = //sets up an array that will be used as the minimum analog value 
that has to //be overcome to produce a sound.  i.e. the minimum analog value that has 
to be overcome for //the note to be produced.

{

  400,400,200,800,400,400,400,400,400,400,400,400,400,400,400,400};           // 
Minimum //Analog values to cause a drum hit

int MaxPlayTime[70] = {//array for the longest a note plays

  90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90};               // Cycles 90 times before 
a 2nd hit //is allowed

#define  midichannel 1;                              // MIDI channel from 0 to 15 ( 1-16 in "real 
world")

boolean VelocityFlag  = true;                           // Velocity ON (true) or OFF (false)

 

//
****************************************************************************************************
***************

// Internal Use Variables

//
****************************************************************************************************
***************

boolean activePad[16] = {



  0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0};                   // Array of flags of pad currently playing

int PinPlayTime[16] = {

  0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0};                     // Counter since pad started to play

byte status1;//defined 8 bit that is used in the MIDI message board.

 

int pin = 0;     //pin is 0 but can change based on the pinRead.

int hitavg = 0;//hitavg is zero but can change

//
****************************************************************************************************
***************

// Setup

//
****************************************************************************************************
***************

void setup()

{

  Serial.begin(115200);                                  // connect to the serial port 115200

 

}

//
****************************************************************************************************
***************

// Main Program

//
****************************************************************************************************
***************

void loop()

{



  for(int pin=0; pin < 16; pin++)                          //reads up the ladder from pin 0 to 16  
then resets and repeats

  {

    //int pin = 3;

    //   for (pinRead=0; pinRead < 16, pin++){

    hitavg = analogRead(pinAssignments[pin]);  //this value is equal to the analog Read 
which is the value given to one of the pins on the array.  Whichever pad is struck

    //Serial.println(hitavg);  

    // read the input pin

 

    if((hitavg > PadCutOff[pin]))//if the analog reading is greater than the minimum analog 
values in the given array above

    {

      if((activePad[pin] == false))//and this Boolean is false, which means that the pin is 
not equal to 0

      {

        if(VelocityFlag == true)//and this Boolean is true, which is when the velocity is on.  
This occurs in the audio program.

        {

          //          hitavg = 127 / ((1023 - PadCutOff[pin]) / (hitavg - PadCutOff[pin]));    // 
With full range (Too sensitive ?)

          hitavg = (hitavg / 8) -1 ;                                                 // Upper range

        }

        else

        {

          hitavg = 127;//hitavg is 127 which is below the padcutoff values



        }

        MIDI_TX(144,PadNote[pin],hitavg); //note on based on the note that was played 
and the hitavg, which will adjust the velocity of the note.

 

        PinPlayTime[pin] = 0;//starts the play time at zero, or resets a previously used pin 
when it loops

        activePad[pin] = true;//makes the above Boolean opposing to what it was before

      }

      else

      {

        PinPlayTime[pin] = PinPlayTime[pin] + 1;//increases the PinPlayTime by one.

      }

    }

    else if((activePad[pin] == true))// now the else statement becomes an if statement so 
that it so that the counter will increase in a loop.

    {

      PinPlayTime[pin] = PinPlayTime[pin] + 1;//now this continues to loop until the if 
statement below is met.

      if(PinPlayTime[pin] > MaxPlayTime[pin])//when this value gets above 90, or 
whatever is set in the code as the Max Play Time

      {

        activePad[pin] = false;//the Boolean becomes false

        MIDI_TX(144,PadNote[pin],0); //the note quiets

      }

    }

  }



}

 

//
****************************************************************************************************
***************

// Transmit MIDI Message

//
****************************************************************************************************
***************

void MIDI_TX(byte MESSAGE, byte PITCH, byte VELOCITY)

{

  status1 = MESSAGE + midichannel;//This is equal to 144 + channel of the analog 
ports 0 to 15.  i.e. 0 is 0, so 144 + 0 = 144.

  Serial.write(status1);//displays status 1

  Serial.write(PITCH);//This is the value equal to the PadNote[pin].

  Serial.write(VELOCITY);//this is a value equal to the hitavg.

 

}


